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Abstract
This thesis considers the joint design of the multiplexing and scheduling of independent
data streams for the Gaussian multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) broadcast channel.
It is well known that the use of multiple transmit antennas can greatly increase the capac-
ity of the broadcast channel. However, the complexity of a capacity-achieving strategy is
dominated by the underlying search for the best user subset to multiplex across the trans-
mitter array, which can be prohibitively high if the number of users is much greater than
the transmit dimension. To reduce this complexity, one can limit the search to a smaller
set of users while ensuring that this restricted pool contains a set that is close to optimal
with high probability. To this end, we define sets with guaranteed signal to interference
ratio (SIR) and signal to noise ratio (SNR) values.
We provide bounds on the probability that such a set exists. These bounds are derived
through an interpretation of the multi-user multi-antenna channel as a random packing of
the unit sphere. As such, we provide refined estimates on the content of spherical caps so
that they can be applied as a model for interference. We then employ recent developments
in the area of random geometric graph theory to characterize the probability of existence.
We further show there is a phase transition phenomenon in channel geometry that can be
used in the design of efficient algorithms for scheduling in the MIMO broadcast channel.
Further, we use this transition to provide novel lower bounds for the expected rate of any
multiplexer in a channel with choice.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wireless data traffic has seen remarkable growth over the past several years and is expected
to have continued growth in the future. The increased demand has posed a particularly
challenging problem for system designers who have power, bandwidth and complexity con-
straints at transmitters and receivers. A proposed solution to this problem is to take
advantage of spatial diversity by using multiple antennas at the transmitter. This can
improve spectral efficiency in environments with high scattering at no cost in power or
bandwidth [13]. In systems with multiple users, multiple-antenna systems can additionally
be used to multiplex independent data streams to different users in some geographical area.
Developing efficient wireless multiuser communication systems is a problem of substan-
tial interest. An example for such a system is the wireless downlink (as depicted in Figure
1-1) where independent data streams need to be transmitted to users that are geographically
Queue Process
time varying channel
H
m TX antennas n receivers
Figure 1-1. The MIMO downlink system overview
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distributed. It is well known that using multiple antennas can greatly increase the capacity
of the broadcast channel [29]. Multiplexing users (multiplexing multiple users' data at the
same time) can potentially further increase the throughput of the downlink system. Time
variation in the channel states of users leads to the question of which users to choose to en-
code at a given time to satisfy some overall time-averaged performance criterion. When the
number of users, n, is larger than the number of antennas, m, the multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) broadcast channel contains a quite rich joint scheduling and multiplexing
problem. The richness of this system design problem stems from the fact that it is one of
spatio-temporal scheduling , i.e., both temporal scheduling and spatial multiplexing aspects
of the design must be considered. This problem has been considered in [20], where a va-
riety of scheduling algorithms were proposed. Additionally, a number of mostly heuristic
approaches have been proposed [3,12,24,2] to explore this multiplexing/scheduling problem
space.
This thesis has been motivated by the seemingly prohibitive complexity of this joint
scheduling/multiplexing problem. In a MIMO channel with choice over users, one expects
to improve a particular performance criterion as a growing user pool is searched. This
could be maximizing total throughput (or sum rate), for example. The complexity of such
an optimization is dominated by the underlying search for the best (possibly ordered) user
subset to multiplex across the transmitter array, which must be performed each time the
system changes state. To reduce this complexity, one may limit the search to a smaller pool
of users while ensuring that a user set that will be found in this restricted pool is close to
optimal with high probability.
In order to provide a solution to the scheduling problem that yields a low complexity
selection algorithms while additionally providing close to optimal performance, we shall
define sets with certain signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
guarantees. These guarantees are defined by placing restrictions on the norm of users
channels and the magnitudes of the inner products. The central goal of the thesis is to
characterize the probability of finding such a set in a pool of n users. We will show that
the probability exhibits a quite sharp transition from 0 to 1 with increasing n. We will
obtain upper bounds on the rate at which the SNR and SIR guarantees can be increased
while maintaining a non-zero probability that a set with those guarantees exists. More
specifically, we show that as a function of the number of users that have been examined, k,
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the probability of finding a near-orthogonal set passes through a threshold, after which it
behaves like E(k-').
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we begin by providing
an overview of the MIMO downlink and channel model. We examine various multiplexing
strategies for the multiple antenna downlink with an emphasis on multiuser scheduling. In
particular we review the multiplexing techniques of superposition, zero-forcing and dirty-
paper multiplexing.
In Chapter 3 we propose a simple selection procedure provide analysis of its performance.
In particular, we define sets that meet a particular SIR and SNR guarantees. We provide
an interpretation of the existence of such sets through random packing in Section 3.1 and
show that the problem of existence is equivalent to that of finding a complete graph in a
larger random graph in Section 3.2. In order to provide good bounds on the probability
of near orthogonal sets in small dimensions we refine the estimates of Shannon [25] on the
fraction of area covered by a cap on the unit sphere. In particular we provide estimates
that are non-trivial in a neighborhood around wr/2. In Section 3.4 we uses the bounds on
the probability of existence to lower bound the expected rate of zero-forcing multiplexing
in a channel in which there is a choice of the users to select.
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Chapter 2
Multiplexing Strategies for MIMO
Broadcasting
We begin by providing an overview of our formulation of the MIMO downlink. We will
focus on the problem where there are independent data streams arriving at a transmit
base equipped with multiple antennas and destined for a set of uncoordinated receivers (as
depicted in Figure 1-1). In particular, we will address the problem when the number of
receivers, n, is much greater than the number of transmit antennas, m. This scenario leads
to a choice over which user to select to multiplex across the transmit array in order to satisfy
some time-averaged performance criterion. In such a channel with choice, we can choose a
channel from among some dependent set of channel realizations over which to communicate.
In order to make our discussion precise, we begin by presenting our model for the
MIMO broadcast channel with choice. After we have stated our model and assumptions,
we present the standard multiplexing techniques for the MIMO broadcast. When possible,
we will present a geometric approach to these multiplexing techniques that will help not
only aid in the development of selection algorithms, but also aid in the analysis.
* 2.1 System Model
We will consider the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) broadcast channel as depicted
in Figure 2-1. We consider the general case with an m-antenna transmitter and n uncoor-
dinated receivers each having a single receive antenna. We will denote the set of n users by
U = {1, 2, .. . , n} and let A c U be an arbitrary subset of users. If A is the subset of users
chosen to receive non-zero rate we will call A the active set of users or call A the activation
set. We will assume the standard input-output model for the channel.
Let u E C' be the vector of message symbols for the n users and let x E C' be
15
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Figure 2-1. The AWGN Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel model
the transmitted signal vector and hi C C"' be the channel of the ith user. We will let
H E Cn"x be the channel matrix of all users and let HA be the channel matrix of the
set of users A. We further assume the channel vectors hi are distributed as i.i.d. complex
circularly symmetric Gaussian m-vectors such that |Hhill = 1. Under the assumption of
complex circularly symmetric Gaussian noise we have, for any chosen channel matrix HA,
Yai hal
y HAx + n where HA J
YaJAJ hal-l
and n - NC(0, In). An upper bound on the input covariance is assumed, which corresponds
to an total input power constraint of P which takes the form:
Tr(KXX) < P (2.1)
where Kx = E [xxt]. Further, we make the assumption that the channel is slow block-
fading, i.e. the channel will be assumed to vary slow enough so that we can use a sufficiently
long code for error probabilities to be close to zero. As depicted in Figure 2-1, we can imagine
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Figure 2-2. The queuing and scheduling model for the MIMO downlink
that the precoder is given a set of messages, u, and user indices A. Then, then precoder
multiplexes the signal only considering the sub-channel HA. We now consider how one may
select the set A to insure throughput optimality.
The queueing model is depicted in Figure 2-2. We will assume that arrivals occur at
the beginning of every scheduling interval and that each arriving packet is destined for a
single user. The arriving packet is placed into a buffer corresponding to that user. The
scheduler is then informed of both the queue state, q, and the current channel realization,
H. We will assume that the scheduler has been given some objective function in which to
maximize, corresponding to some precoder. In general we will denote the objective function
to be maximized as frate (H, q) and replace the subscript when we wish to discuss specific
functions. At each interval the scheduler selects the activation set A and message symbols
u and forwards this set and vector to the precoder which forms the signal to be multiplexed
across the array.
We have presented a throughput optimal policy based on selecting a group of users with
maximum weight at any time [27]. That is, choosing the set A and power allocation that
solves
max q - r (2.2)
rEC(H,P)
where C(H, P) is the region of achievable rates under a power constraint of P. The opti-
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mality of this policy was originally proven under a simpler communication model where the
coding scheme was restricted to a choice of rates from a finite set [28]. Using the meth-
ods of [28], a throughput optimal resource allocation policy for a downlink channel, again
under simplifying assumptions on data transmission, was shown in [22]. Further advances
were made within a similar framework, but incorporating information-theoretically optimal
coding and power adaptation, in [32,39]. In [39] it was shown that a certain maxweight
policy achieves absolute upper bounds on throughput for a single-antenna fading broadcast
channel.
In many applications one is interested in finding a set A that maximizes some objective
function that additionally depends strongly on HA. This optimization in general may be
very complex since one may have to search over all subsets of U. Additionally, since as
the systems changes states, the channel matrices HA vary independently from the current
state, a solution may need to be recomputed at each step. Thus, it is important to develop
algorithms that efficiently solve or approximate the solution to (2.2). For example, we can
restrict our search to that of finding a set of near orthogonal channel vectors. If there
exists a set of channel vectors, A C U, that are orthogonal, multiplexing is trivial. More
generally, a near-orthogonal set allows zero-forcing, beamforming or other multiplexers to
perform well. In the following sections we examine the effects of such channel geometry on
various precoders. Then in Chapter 3, we examine near orthogonal sets as an approximation
to any optimal multiplexing set.
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N 2.2 Multiplexing for the MIMO Broadcast
As noted previously, the use of multiple antennas can greatly increase the capacity of the
broadcast channel. However, when independent messages are transmitted to uncoordinated
users mutual interference can occur between users. This mutual interference is a funda-
mental limitation to the capacity of multi-users systems. However, in the case where the
channel is slow fading so that the channel may be accurately estimated and feedback to
the transmitter, there are a variety of ways the channel state information may be used.
For example, the transmitter may adapt power allocation so that users receive proportional
rate or the transmitter may employ intelligent multiplexing techniques to combat the known
interference.
The fact that the transmitter has a choice for the power allocation for different users
leads to a notion of capacity different from that of the single user ergodic capacity. That is we
have a maximal achievable rate region as opposed to a maximal achievable rate. Recall that
the capacity region for the broadcast channel is the set of all rate vectors r = (rir2 ... rn)
that are simultaneously achievable [11]. We will denote the capacity region for an arbitrary
precoder under power constraint P by C(H, P) (as in (2.2)). It should be clear that this
region is convex since we may time share between any two pairs of rates in C(H, P).
The problem of finding the point(s) in C(H, P) that maximizes the sum rate for the
MIMO broadcast channel has been well studied. This point was simultaneously character-
ized by many authors through the use of convex duality theory [33,34,35,40]. It was long
believed that the region known as Marton's achievable region [21] is the capacity region for
the Gaussian broadcast channel. Recently, it has been reported that this region is indeed
the capacity region for the Gaussian broadcast channel [37]. We will now focus on some of
these multiplexing techniques and characterize the capacity regions for some simpler mul-
tiplexing techniques. We will focus on the techniques of beamforming, zero-forcing and the
multiplexing technique, dirty paper coding, that achieves Marton's region.
* 2.2.1 Superposition Coding and Beamforming
We begin by focusing on beamforming as a method to combat interference in multi-user
systems. In order to provide a desired SIR between users we may use transmit and receive
beamforming. We focus on the case where the instantaneous signal x, can be represented
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as the linear combination
x = uiwi = Wu
iEA
where u is the message symbol for users i and wi is the beamforming vector. This vector
in general may be optimized for each transmission but may also come from some finite code
book. If the receiver employs an MMSE receiver to maximize the receive SINR the resulting
SINR for the ith user is [36]
SINRt (A) PihiwTI2 (2.3)
1 + TijPlhiwj|
where P is the power allocated to user i.
It will be shown that in the case of maximizing q - r, finding (sp - (sp (A) that satisfies,
for a fixed choice of A,
z (iEsp SINR (A)) P (2.4)
where (x)+ = max{0, 4} yields the optimal power allocation. We will let Csp(H, P) be the
set of all rate vectors achievable by beamforming under a power constraint P.
Note that in this scenario a user set may contain users that receive zero power and thus
zero rate. We will call an arbitrary set of users valid if all users of the set are assigned a
non-zero rate with regard to a specific rate allocation policy. This distinction is important
since in general if an activation set contains a user receiving zero rate we will incur no
penalty for considering the subset of users receiving a strictly positive rate. It should be
clear from (2.4) that a set A is valid under beamforming if and only if
1
SINRi1 (A) q imjn(sp(A) (2.5)
where imin (A) arg miniEA qi SINRi (A). Thus, under beamforming the collection of valid
user sets is precisely
SsP A SINR (A) < qimin(sp(A) (2.6)
Further, it is clear from (2.11) that for every valid set A we have
(sp + iA SINR(A) (2.7)
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The collection Sp is sufficiently large so that we can still find a set that achieves the
optimal value of (2.2). Additionally, if A C Ssp, then the positivity constraint in the water
filling equation (2.4) is always satisfied. This yields the following characterization of the
weighted sum rate.
Theorem 2.2.1. Under a total power constraint P, the maximum weighted beamforming
sum rate is
max q - r = max q) fsp(HA, q(A))
AcUA AESsp (
rECsp(H,q)
where
fsp(HA, q(A)) = log I + -H({SINR(A)}) + D( q(A) 11 SINR(A)) (2.8)
where H is the harmonic mean, D(.11.) is the Kullback Leibler distance and SINR(A) and
q(A) are the empirical distributions of the SINR(A) and qj restricted to the set A.
Proof. See Appendix A.1 E
E 2.2.2 Zero-Forcing Multiplexing
We now examine a special case of beamforming, zero-forcing multiplexing, in which we take
the beamforming matrix to be the inverse of the channel matrix. Zero-forcing multiplexing
exhibits low complexity user selection since it does not incur a problem of user ordering. This
makes it an attractive choice if we have a complexity constraint at the transmitter. Zero-
forcing multiplexing is less complex, since it simply inverts the channel at the transmitter by
choosing a transmit vector x = Hju, where H+ is the pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix
for the active user set A and u is the vector of message symbols. We assume throughout
that HA is non-singular since this occurs with probability 1.
Note that the sub-optimality of zero-forcing appears in the power price paid in inverting
the channel. It can be shown that the power constraint becomes,
ZPi/bi < P (2.9)
where
1t
bi(A) = and WA = HAHt (2.10)
andI WAHA A 2.0
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The bi's have an important geometric interpretation as noted in [9] as the squared norm
of user i's channel when projected away from every other users channel in the activation
set A. This suggests that we pay a large price in power if we have users who are nearly
collinear.
It is well known (for example see [9]) that water pouring with respect to 1/bi(A), yields
the optimal power allocation for the sum rate in the case of single receive antennas. A
similar expression can be derived in the case that we consider. That is, in the case of
maximizing q . r we will show that finding (zf = (zf (A) that satisfies, for a fixed set A,
z: (qizf - bA)) = P (2.11)
where (x)+ = max{O, x} yields the optimal power allocation. We will let Czf(H, P) be the
set of all rate vectors achievable by zero-forcing multiplexing under a power constraint P.
As in the case of beamforming, under zero forcing multiplexing the collection of valid user
sets is precisely
S f A bi, (A) " qi "C zf (A) (2.12)
where imin (A) arg miniEA qi bi (A). Thus, for every valid set A we have
(zf (A) A P±ZiEAb(A) (2.13)
EiEA qi
The collection Szf is sufficiently large so that we can still find a set that achieves the
optimal value of (2.2). To see this note, in the case q is the all one vector, the optimal sum
rate can be given as [9]
Rsfm(A) = E log I + bi (A) (bA (A) (2.14)
iEA
Note that bi(A) can only increase by removing any user from the set A. That is, for any
i and j, bi(A) <; bi(A \ {j}) with equality if and only if hjht - 0. Since, hj and hi are
orthogonal with probability zero removing any user receiving zero rate, say user j, will with
probability 1 increase the sum rate. This yields the following characterization of the sum
rate.
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Theorem 2.2.2. Under a total power constraint P, the maximum weighted zero-forcing
sum rate is
max q - r max (E qi) fzf (HA, q(A))
AcU AEf iEA
rECzf (H,q) iEA
where
fzf (HA, q(A)) = log 1 + p H({b 2(A)}) +D(q(A)|bA)
/ A (2.15)
= log (I + T _ (W 1) + D(q(A)I|bA)
where R is the harmonic mean, D(-||-) is the Kullback Leibler distance and bA and q(A) are
the empirical distributions of the bi and qi restricted to the set A.
Proof. See Appendix A.1 L
Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 provide significant insight into user selection for beamforming
and zero-forcing multiplexing. In particular, (2.15) may be broken up into three main
components (see Figure 2-3). First, examining the objective function (2.15) one can see
that it is almost linear in the sum of the queue states of the active users. The only non-
linearity comes from the divergence term. We call this leading linear term the queueing
gain since it captures the significance of the magnitude of the queue state on the objective
function. Further, we define the logarithmic term as the geometry gain since it captures
the effects the geometry of the channels have on the optimal solution (recall that the bi
can be interpreted as the square of the distance of each user's channel vector from the
subspace spanned by the other users' channels [9]). We note that these two terms are
"bulk" properties of the vectors of queue and channel states and are decoupled from one
another. The inter-dependence of these two vectors is captured in the pairing gain. This
term reflects the reward one gets for choosing a set of users whose queue state is matched
well with its channel.
qi log 1 + R(W )+ D(ql|bA)
\ rW ))(iEA )pairing gain
queueing gain geometry gain
Figure 2-3. The decomposition of the zero-forcing rate expression (2.15) into its various components
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Now, provided that we are given the set Szf, we have a good understanding on how the
objective function fzf depends on both the geometry of the channel matrix HA and the
queue state q. However, Szf is a random variable. For the sake of analysis we may assume
that a genie has given us the collection Szf. Then, given that we know the probabilistic
structure of Sef we may use this to find the expected sum rate. First note that the collection
Sf is non-empty since all single user sets are valid. Also, we can see that as P -> 0 that
Szf is with probability 1 is the set of single users. Similarly, if P - oc, and qi < oc for
all i, then with probability 1, Szf is the collection of all subset with cardinality less than or
equal to m. We note this observation in the following:
Theorem 2.2.3. Let Sf be the collection of valid user sets under zero-forcing multiplexing
with peak power constraint P. Then, with probability 1
lim Szf =n>
P-0 [
and
m
lim Sef U [n]
i=1
where [n]" is the collection of sets of the form {a1,a 2 ,... ,am} such that 1 < a1 < a2 <
---< am < n.
Determining the optimal set from Szf may still be very complex, since the sets in Szf
do not have an obvious structure. Recall that from (2.10) that b(A) is the square of the
norm of user i's channel vector hi from the span of every other channel in the activation
set A. Thus, selecting users that are nearly orthogonal may yield a set whose sum rate
is a reasonable approximation to the optimal sum rate obtained by a search over the sets
in Szf. In Chapter 3 we examine a structure that we can characterize and serves as an
approximation to the optimal zero-forcing set. In addition, we can exploit this new structure
to reduce the complexity of user set selection.
M 2.2.3 Dirty Paper Precoding
It is well known that knowledge of interference at the transmitter can lead to no loss in
capacity [101. That is, if a component of the noise is known at the transmitter then the
channel can have a capacity equivalent to that of the channel where the noise is not present.
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x Tx Rx -N-
s n
Figure 2-4. The Costa Channel
For example, consider the scalar channel
y = x + s + n
where x is the transmitted signal and s and n are independent Gaussian noise. Further,
suppose that the noise s is known only at the transmitter. A depiction of this channel can
be seen in Figure 2-4. Then, the capacity of this channel is equivalent to that of the AWGN
channel y = x + n [10].
This fact is a bit surprising. We have seen in the broadcast channel that by expending
some of the transmit power to cancel part of the known interference we can see some
gain in rate (i.e. zero forcing multiplexing). However, the result that there is no gap in
capacity between the Costa channel and that of the AWGN channel without the noise s
is non-trivial to see. Using our intuition from analogous methods that have been used for
inter-symbol interference (ISI) cancellation in the ISI channel and in successive interference
cancellation in multi-access channels we can develop a similar method for the broadcast
channel. The natural dual of these techniques in the broadcast channel is dirty paper (or
Costa) precoding [31].
Recall from (2.1), that we are considering the channel of the form, y = Hx + n and
consider again a transmit signal of the form
x = Ui
iEA
Then, the output of the channel for the ith user is
yj = u ±hiw! + E ujhiwt +5 ujhiw
j<i j>i
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Now, if we regard the term Egg ujhiw as interference in the channel of user i, then using
Costa's result each user may receives a rate [30],
FP-Ih-w t 2Ri = log I + Z Pjhiw tI)
1 + Zgj>P hiw I2
However, this expression is sensitive to the order in which we encode the users. Thus, it
is much more difficult to derive a closed form expression for the boundary of the capacity
region as was done in Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Furthermore, there is no clear characteristic
for a "best" set of users under this multiplexing scheme and it is not clear how one would
wish to approximate a solution to the optimization q. r. However, we do have the following
description of the region of achievable rates under dirty paper precoding [34]. Let, Ri(7r, P)
be the rate that user i receives if the encoding is done in the order 7r using a power allocation
P. That is,
P2 lhiw I2
Ri(7r, P) = log I + 1 + Z.(j)>r(2) P,(j)IhiW 2
1 + Pr7r)|h)w12
Additionally, let R(7r, P) be the vector of all user rates under power allocation P and
ordering 7r. Then the set of all achievable rates Cdpc(H, P), is
Cdpc(H, P) = co U R(7r, P)
P:E P,<P
ir
Optimization over the Cdpc(H, P) region can be quite complex, since in general we
need to consider all permutations of users. This complexity coupled with the underlying
search over user sets can result in an intolerable level of complexity. Due to this inherent
complexity of optimal selection using dirty paper coding, we derive a suboptimal selection
procedure and characterize its performance with respect to dirty paper coding, zero-forcing
and beamforming in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3
Near Orthogonal Sets for MIMO
Broadcasting and Scheduling
For a given multiplexer it may be prohibitively hard to find the set of users that achieves the
maximum throughput if the number of users is much larger than the number of transmit
antennas. It is natural to think that this search need not include all possible subsets of
users. In this chapter we show that the search can be limited to a smaller subset of users
that is likely to obtain a sum rate close to that of the optimal set. Intuitively, every user
in the optimal set should have high SNR and low SIR. In this direction, we examine the
probability of existence of sets of users that have specified SNR and SIR values.
Note the receive SNR for any user is a function of the transmit covariance, noise variance
and norm of the user's channel vector. Thus, selecting a set of users that have large channel
gains, to first order, appears to be a good approximation to the optimal set. Indeed, in the
case of a single transmit antenna or in the case the transmitter is constrained to choose a
single user (as in [15]), not choosing the user with the largest channel gain would result in
a loss in the expected rate. However, in the general case of multiple transmit antennas and
JAI > 1, a user whose channel norm is much greater than the other users in the set can
cause large interference on the other users in that set. For this reason we impose both an
upper bound and lower bound on the norm of channels of selected users. To this end, let
the set
S,= {i E U I p- < |1hi 1 p+} (3.1)
be the set of all user who meet this constraint.
We would additionally like to provide guarantees on the SIR experienced by each user.
The guarantee on SIR can be achieved by bounding the magnitude of the inner product
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d
hi
p+
h2
Figure 3-1. The geometry of the near-optimal selection procedure. Any pair of selected points must fall
outside a cone of half angle 0,,p centered at each point and lie inside a spherical shell defined by p- and p+
between any two users. We alternatively could achieve a guarantee on SIR by bounding the
average inner product between users in a set. We only examine the question of bounding the
pairwise inner product since it yields a simple graph structure that can be used to develop
low complexity algorithms. Additionally, this graph structure is useful in the analysis of
the existence probability. Now, consider the collection of sets
S2M = {A JAL = andAcSpand IhihI < E ,Vi#j EA} (3.2)
Any set A c S,() we will call an E-orthogonal set. A geometric interpretation is depicted
in Figure 3-1. One can think of any e-orthogonal set as a collection of points that lie in the
spherical shell between radii p- and p+ such that any two points form an angle no smaller
than 0,,, where
OEP Cos-(E (3.3)
It is important to understand the probability that S(1 is non-empty. In this direction,
let Np be the number of users that fall in the spherical shell defined by p- and p+. That is,
n
N ISPI = Z1iES
i=1
Now, since the norms of the channels are independent by assumption, we have that Np is
a binomial random variable with parameter p., where p. is the probability that a point
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falls in the spherical shell defined by the parameters p~ and p+. Since our vectors are i.i.d
complex circularly symmetric Gaussian with variance 1/2m, then
ps = F(2m, mp-) - F(2m, mp+)
where F(m, x) is the incomplete gamma function [5]
F(m, x) = j m-l-t dt
Recall, that the magnitude of the channel vector is closely related to the SNR guarantee
that we provide on any selected set. Thus, it is natural to consider the question on the rate
we may vary p+ and p- as a function of n and still have Np 7 0 with non-zero probability.
This is the content of the following lemma and theorem.
Lemma 3.0.4. Let mp+(n) = clog(n) and mp-(n) = log(n) - d where c > 1 and d > 0.
Then,
2m e d-- 1 lim nps 2med
Further, if log n = o(p- (n)) then
lim np8 = 0
Proof. See appendix B.1. l
We now use this lemma to characterize the rates at which the channel norms, and thus the
SNR, can grow while still having a non-zero probability that the set S, is non-empty.
Theorem 3.0.5. We can achieve Pr(Np = 0) = 0(n-m ) with
mp- (n) = log(n) - log(log(n) + 1)
Further, if p-(n) = o(log(n)) then Pr(Np = 0) -+ 1 as n tends to infinity.
Proof. First note that Np is a Binomial random variable with mean np. Thus, by using a
Chernoff bound we have that [18]
Pr (N > 1) 1 - exp ((s- 1)2
2np,
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if 1 < np, = EN. Thus,
log (PrN) > (3.4)
Pr(Np = 0)) 2nps
Now applying Lemma 3.0.4, for sufficiently large n
log I > M ed -( Pr(Np = 0) )--
Substituting d = log(log(n) + 1) proves that with this choice of p- we have Pr(Np 0) <
n--n O(n-"). We additionally have
Pr(Np = 0) = (1 - p8 )" > exp -(- -PS)
using the inequality 1 -x ;> exp [18]. Repeating the argument above, Pr(Np = 0) is
easily shown to be Q(n- m ).
We wish to similarly characterize the probability that the set S,,p is non-empty. Recall
that E is simply the constraint that we place on the pairwise SIR. Define N,'1 to be the
number of sets in S). That is,
Nc( A IS6(1)1(ss, (3.5)
__ 
1 {AES,,p}(3)
AcS,
|AI=l
Note that the indicator random variables in the sum are not independent. Indeed, if
A n B 0 the random variables 1{Acss, } and 1113s,, are dependent. We will provide
good bounds on the probability that N, 7 0 given Np = j in Section 3.1, but for now
note that it is non-zero if k > 1 and E > 0. Thus we may, by conditioning on the number of
points that fall in the spherical shell, write
Pr(N,') > 0) = ZPr (Np = j) Pr (N(') > 0 1 = J) (3.6)
j=1
We now turn to the question of bounding the conditional probability that there exists an
E-orthogonal set, given that Np = j.
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N 3.1 Random Packing and Interference
In what follows, we derive bounds on the probability that there exists a set that is e-
orthogonal given that Np = j via an interpretation of a random packing of the complex
unit m-sphere. We begin by first examining the probability that any set is E-orthogonal
using this interpretation. Then, we use this to further bound the probability of existence
of an E-orthogonal set in a pool of n independent channel vectors. We continue to use the
geometry that is depicted in Figure 3-1.
Begin by defining for any set, say Al, of size 1
pE, = Pr (A, c S,,p) (3.7)
to be the probability that the set is E-orthogonal. We will omit the subscript 1 when it is
clear in the context it is used. Note that we can rewrite p, as p. = p 1 where pI is the
conditional probability that the set is E-orthogonal given that all the points in the set are
inside the spherical shell. We can lower bound p_ by pessimistically assuming all channels
to have norm p+, yielding
p± ;> Pr ( $hhTI < Vi, j i 3 j A c Sp (3.8)
where hi = hi/|1hiI12
In our approach to further bound (3.8) it will be useful to consider the set of points
which violate the constraint |ih 1 5 -1 of the lower bound on p1 for both a pair of users
and for a set of users (i.e. sets that contains all points which violate the SIR guarantee).
Will denote these sets of points Cm (h; 0) and Cm (A; 0) respectively. More formally, we may
write these sets as
Cm(; ) { z Cm 1112 =1 and xihtI >cos9} (3.9)
and
c (A; 0>) U cm (f;0> (3.10>
iE A
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cm(h, 0)
1- 6c(, m)
Figure 3-2. An interpretation of the probability that any two users meet a SIR constraint. In this example
any user is E-orthogonal with user 1 if either channel vector falls in the region between the two caps cm(h, 0)
and cm(h, 0)
Now, note that if hj g cn(hi;E,,) then, Ih~ I <cos = . So that,
Thus, the RHS of (3.8) is a lower bound to p I.
We will let Jc(0, 2m) be the probability that a point chosen at random uniformly on the
surface of the complex unit m-sphere lies in the set cm(h; 9). That is,
Jc (0, 2m) A pc c(CM(f; 0)
where p, is the uniform measure on the complex unit m-sphere. It is well known that this
measure can be obtained from the uniform measure on the real unit 2m-sphere. This can
be done by regarding the complex sphere as a surface in R 2m and noting that the function
IkTI is unmodified if either * or y is multiplied by -1 [19]. Thus,
Jc(, 2m) = 2 £2m(9) (3.11)
Q2m (7r)
where Q2m(9) is the area of the real unit 2m-sphere cut out by a cone of half angle 9. A
geometric interpretation of 6c(9, 2m) can be seen in Figure 3-2. It is simply the fraction of
the real 2m-sphere covered by antipodal caps.
Obtaining the probability that any point falls in the set cm (A; 9) requires a bit more care.
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We may, in general, still interpret the probability as the fraction of the the area covered
by the caps centered at the points in A. However, we must take care in appropriately
accounting for the regions of intersection between caps. In addition, if the set of points A
is chosen at random, the fraction of area covered by the set A is a random variable. We
will let the fractional area covered by any set A as,
Fe(A, 9) pc (cm(A; 9)) (3.12)
Note, that this problem is similar to the problem of random packing studied in [38]
and is an example of the method of random codes due to Shannon [25]. We will require a
stronger result for our pairwise SIR guarantee. We briefly review these results since they
will motivate a set of more general questions that provide valuable insights into the problem
of user selection and serve as a useful example of the method that we will follow. Begin by
considering the random variable,
gi(A, 0) = 1 if 31in < cosO Vj E Aj 5 i (3.13)
0 otherwise
That is, gi(A, 0) is the indicator random variable of the event that all points in A fall outside
the cap of half angle 0 centered at hi on the complex unit m-sphere. Now, consider the
random variable
Fp(A, 0) =gi(A)
More concretely, F, is the fraction of caps of half angle 9 centered at the points in the set
A that do not intersect any cap in the set. It is important to note the distinction between
Fp(A, 9) and FC(A, 9). Note that the event Fp(A, 9) = 1 can be used to lower bound the
probability the set A meets the SIR guarantee. That is,
Pr(A E S,,) ; Pr (Fp(A, 9) = 1)
Now, when A G Se,p, FC(A, 9) can be interpreted as the probability that any point chosen
uniformly on the sphere will lead to a packing. More precisely, for any j,
FC(A C SEp, 9) = Pr(F,(A U {j}, 9) = 1 I A c SE,p)
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In particular we have that Fe({i}, 0) = (0, 2m) which is just the probability that any
pair meets the SIR guarantee. In this direction we have the following result as a direct
consequence of [381.
Theorem 3.1.1. Let 0 be fixed and consider an experiment in which the I members of a set,
say A, are chosen at random with a uniform distribution from the complex unit m-sphere.
Then,
E F,J(A, 0) = (1 - 6c(0, 2m))'-'
Furthermore, let 1(m) be the cardinality of a sequence of sets, say A(m). Then, as m -* oc
if l(m)Sc(0, 2m) -- oo then E F,(A(m), 0) -+ 0
if l(m)6c(0,2m) -40 then E Fp(A(m), 0) -1
Proof. We follow the proof given in [38]. First, note that
Egi(A, 0) = Pr(gi = 1) = Pr(hih < cos 0 Vi f j EA)
Now, since the points were drawn independently this probability is just the product of the
pairwise probabilities. Thus,
Egi(A, 0) = (1 - 6,(0, 2m))'-
By symmetry
(1-1)Jc(19,2m)- 1
EF,(A, 0) = (1 - 6c (0, 2m)) 1  (0, m)-1 c(,2m)-
Now since limm-+o 6c(0, 2m) 1 -+00
1 c(0, 2m)-1
and
EF,(A, 0) ~ exp (-(1 - 1) c(0, 2m))
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Note that the previous theorem answers the question that any set is E-orthogonal asymp-
totically as a function of the complex dimension m. We wish to use a random packing
argument as a way to characterize the probability that there are sets with a prescribed SIR
guarantee in finite dimensions. However, we are not primarily concerned in the probability
that any particular set meets the SIR guarantee as a function of the dimension, but rather
we would like to find the probability that there exists a small set in some larger collection
of sets that meets this guarantee. More precisely, we are interested in the random variable
AES,,,} = J gi(A, 0) (3.14)
iEA
and the existence of a threshold in the number of points we place on the sphere. This yields
the more general question.
Question 1. Given a set of size n, say U, what is the probability that there is a subset,
A C U of size 1 such that Fp (A, 0) = 1 as a function of n, 1 and 0? Further, is there a
threshold in the probability that there exists a set A such that Fp(A, 0) = 1 in n?
We will answer this question through our discussion in Section 3.2. We will show that
for any p, > 0 and pj > 0 the probability Pr(] A s.t. Fp(A, 0) = 1) tends to one as n tends
to infinity. In order to find a lower bound to this probability let,
A 2P2 8p (1 - 1)1~E(p, l) = max -,'2- e (3.15)
Recall that Np is defined to be the random variable that counts the number of channel
vectors that fall in the spherical shell defined by the radii p+ and p- and is binomially
distributed with parameter ps. Then we provide the following theorem in Section 3.3.
Theorem 3.2.3 Let e, p, p+ E R+. Then if e < p+
Pr(N(1) > 0) > Pr (Np > 1) - ci ( Ps (e-E(I) - I (316)
where ci = cl (p1, 1) = exp 2L- 1 ) if E(p1 , 1) = 2 and ci = 1 otherwise.
Note, that Theorem 3.2.3 provides bounds to the probability that an C-orthogonal set
exists given that we can characterize the probabilities p, and pi. Thus, we must still find
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good bounds on p1 in order to completely characterize the probability that there is a set of
users that meet or SIR constraint. We use the method of exhaustion used in [25] to lower
bound P, = Pr (A c S,p). That is, we lower bound this probability by successively placing
the points in A on the sphere and marking the cap about each point as invalid.
Begin by placing any point, say ha1 E A, on the sphere. We can do this with probability
1. Now, pick a second point from A, say ha 2 , with a2 i a,. These two points are e-
orthogonal with probability 6,(0,2m). Continuing this procedure the ith point can be
successful placed with probability
IE [Fc({ea}j<i, 0) {haj}j<i E SI-1)]
Now, the set is E-orthogonal if every point falls outside the spherical caps about all previously
placed points. This leads to the last question we must answer in order to bound the the
probability Pr(N(1) # 0).
Question 2. Given that A e S,,p how does EF(A, 0) vary as a function of 0 and |A|?
Through the application of the union bound and new estimates on the surface area of
spherical caps provided in Theorem 3.3.2, we have the following lower bound.
Theorem 3.1.2. Let e < p- < p+ be given. Then, for any set A, we have
IEFe(A,0) > 1 - |AI(1 - cos 0,,P)O22(sin 0,,P)O 2--2
Furthermore,
p1 (EFe(A \ {}, 9))1A-1
where M r (m2 )
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first provide a framework to
answer Question 1 in Section 3.2 using the theory of random geometric graphs. Then, we
provide answers to Question 2 by first providing a new bound on the content of spherical
caps in Section 3.3. These bounds are then used to derive lower bounds on the multiplexing
rate in a channel with choice in Section 3.4.
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* 3.2 Existence Probabilities and Dependent Sums of Random Variables
We now consider a general method to provide and answer to our first question. More
precisely, we consider the problem of the sum of dependent indicator random variables that
appear in the sum of (3.5). This is so that we may bound the probability of existence of
an e-orthogonal set. We will make use of the theory of a random geometric graphs and the
idea of dependency graphs in order to bound the probability of existence. An introduction
to graph theory and the theory of random graphs can be found in [7,14] and [8,18, 23],
respectively.
Recall that our SIR guarantee was defined in terms of a pairwise guarantee e. Thus, for
any two points in our user pool U, say i and j, it is natural to consider the indicator random
variable 1(ij) that is 1 if users i and j meet the SIR specification. Recall that geometrically
this occurs if the point h3 falls outside the cap of half angle 0,,p centered at hi. That is,
1 if hh'I < cos 6 ,
1(i,j) = (3.17)
0 if hj5 ;> cos 0,,P
Since the random variable 1(ij) depends only on the users i and j we can think of the random
variables 1(ij) as simply the edges in some random graph. More formally, we consider the
random graph GE(HHt) defined with vertex set U and edge set {(i,j) : (ij) = 1}. This
relation is geometrically depicted in Figure 3-3.
It is instructive to consider how one may form this graph in practice. We start by
eliminating the users who do not meet the restriction on channel norms. We can do this by
first forming the Wishart matrix W = HHt and eliminate the ith row and column if wii
does not satisfy p- 5 wi < p+. We will call this reduced matrix, scaled by _, W. We
can then check the inner product constraint by examining the entries of the matrix W that
appear above the diagonal and replace the entry -ij with 1 if the inequality IWijI < cos O",
is satisfied and 0 otherwise. Upon completion we have a (0, 1)-matrix that is simply the
adjacency matrix, A(G,(HHt)), for our graph GE(HHt). An example of this process can
be seen in Figure 3-4.
We now discuss how this construction of GE(HHt) relates to the problem as we have
studied it thus far. Note that the first stage of the construction simply reduce the problem
to the set of users in S,. That is W = PWs,. We also have a simple interpretation of the
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1(1 9 11(12) O0
X 1  X2  X1  X 2(a) (b)
Figure 3-3. The geometric interpretation of the existence of an edge in the graph G,(HHI). An edge
exists between any two points if each point falls outside the area covered by the cap of half angle 0,,
random variables gi(A) and 1 {Acsp}. Note, that we can write gi(A) (and thus 1{AsES,'} by
(3.14)) in terms of the indicator random variables 1(ij) for i, j E A. That is,
gi(A) = JJ 1 (ij) and 1 {AES,,,} = lI 1 (ij)
jEA iJEA
.i7i i<j
Thus, gi (A) is one if the row corresponding to i in A(GE(HAH)) is all ones off the diagonal.
Similarly, 1 {AES,,pl is one if A(GE(HAH)) is all ones off the diagonal. Recall a graph is
called complete if every pair of vertices are adjacent. We will denote the compete graph
on 1 vertices as K and write K c G if there is a copy of K in the graph G. Thus, N(1
simply counts the number of copies of K 1. This interpretation can be seen in Figure 3-5.
This yields the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let H be given. Then, N'1 # 0 if Ki C GE(HHt).
The problem of determining the probability that a Bernoulli random graph contains a
copy of some given graph has been well studied [17,18,8]. Note however, the graph GE(HHt)
is not a Bernoulli random graph since the edges are not independent due to the geometric
nature of the problem. For example, note that any two edges are independent, however
the edges (i, j) and (j, k) are not independent of (i, k). This dependence structure can be
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1(12) = 1 1(1 2) = 0
0.07 0.01 0.21 0.05 009 -006 0-05 -10 -0.12 0.04 0.03
0.00 -0.40 -0.38 A.,09 0.31 0.06 0.18 0.33 0.20 -0.25 -0.01
-0.33 -0.01 -0.15 -0. 0.06 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.20 0.06 -0.16
-0.31 -0.37 -0.08 0 0.18 01 0.24 0.24 0.19 -0.03 -0.17
-0.12 -0.44 -0.40 -010 0.33 0 1 0.24 0.38 0.26 -0.22 -0.08
-0.39 -0.08 -0.43 . 0. 20 0.19 0.26 0.35 -0.02 -0.19
-0.35 0.31 0.31 0 -0.25 06 -0.03 -0.22 -0.02 0.32 -0.15
0.49 0.04 0.00 0.0 -0.01 - -0.17 -0.08 -0.19 -0.15 0.24 _
H W
0.31 0.18 0.33 0.2 0.25 0.
0 1 0 1 0 1 0.24 0.24 0. 003 17
0 0 0 0 0 1 0.33 0.24 0.38 0.26 0.22 0.08
1 1 0 0 1 1 0.19 0.26 0.35 0.02 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0.215 0.03 0.22 0.02 0.32 0J
L0,01 0.17 0.08 0.19 0.15 0. 24
A(GE(HH)) W
Figure 3-4. A example construction of the graph GE(HH) for p- = 0. 2, p+ = 1 and E = 0.2
analyzed using the theory of dependency graphs. We say that a graph G with vertex set
V = V(G) is a dependency graph of the family of random variables {1A}AEV if for any
two disjoint subsets of V, say A, B c V, the two sub-families {1A}AEA and {1A}AEB are
independent. Since our channel vectors are i.i.d. it should be clear that any two collections
of random variables formed from two disjoint subsets of users are independent. Clearly our
independent Gaussian vectors fit this criterion. We will require the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2.2. [16, Thrm. 2.11 Let P1 (U) be the collection of all unordered sets of
size 1 on n items and let
X = 1A (3.18)
AEPI (U)
where {1A} is a family of Bernoulli random variables with Pr (1A = 1) = p, which are
independent if A n B = 0. Then,
Pr (X = 0) <; exp ( max 2P2 [ j 8 (nl) (3.19)
Using this theory we can address the probability of existence of an E-orthogonal set.
Indeed, if we are given that Np users fall in the spherical shell defined by p- and p+ we can
use the previous theorem to bound the probability that there is an E-orthogonal set among
these users. First, we take a slightly different exponent than the one in Theorem 3.2.2 so
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Figure 3-5. The graph G,(HHt) of Figure 3-4 and the corresponding collection of sets Se,
that the bound is continuous. Let,
E(p,l) =max 8p (l -1
251~ Ke~ (3.20)
Then as a simple consequence of (3.6) we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.3. Let e, p-, p+ E R+. Then if e < p+
Pr(N,(') > 0) > Pr (Np > 1) - c (1 + Ps (3.21)
where ci = ci(p 1 , 1) = exp 2p1(I-1) if E(p1 ,l) = and e1 = 1 otherwise.
Proof. Note by conditioning on the number of users that fall in the spherical shell defined
by p- and p+ we have,
n
Pr(ISI > 0) Z Pr (Np j) Pr (Xi > 0|Np = j)
j=l
> j (1
j=1
n pse-E(pj
= Pr (Np > 1) - c1 1,) n-j
> Pr (N, > 1) - c1 (pse-E(p±,l) + (1 )
where ci = ci(pi, 6) appears by bounding [nj by E - 1-1 and is constant in n.
El
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( e~E(pL,l) _ )
-- PS) -j (1I - cie-jE(pj-,1)
Corollary 3.2.4. Let p~(n) log n and p+(n) = log n + log (log(n) + 1). Then for any
fixed p1 we have that Pr(S,,I 0) =O(n-'") where -y = 1 - e-E(pi,m). Furthermore, if
E(pi, m) = log m log n
(m log n - log log n)
(3.22)
then, Pr(S,,p = 0) = O(1/log n)
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.0.5 we can use a Chernoff bound to bound the
probability that Np > 1. Thus, (3.21) becomes
1 - Pr(S,, = 0) ;> - exp -(np - ( +Ps (e-E(Pim)) _
np a
So, for sufficiently large n we have nPs ~- m log(n) and we have
Pr(IS,, = 0) < e(n-m ) + + mlog(n) (e(-E(pIm)) )
< e(n-m ) + exp (m log(n) (e(-E(p_,m))
= 0 (n-km)
(3.23)
To see the final statement note that by applying (3.22) to (3.23) we have that
< e(n')+exp mlog(n) mlogn-log log n 1 ))
m log nlg0
E 8(n~-') + lo =n 1log n 0(g )
(3.24)
(3.25)
0l
We now have an explicit expression for the probability of existence as a function of p, and
pI. There is, however, still the problem of finding a simple expression for the probability
6c(9, 2m) and the probability p1. In the following sections we present bounds on these two
probabilities.
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Pr(IS,,pl = 0)
N 3.3 New Bounds on the Content of Spherical Caps
In this section we derive the probability that a point chosen uniformly at random falls in a
cap of half angle 6. Recall, that we previously defined this probability as
Q2m(7r)6c (0,2m) = 2 Q 2 ,(7r)
where Q 2m() is the content of the spherical cap of half angle 0 in R2 ,. In [25], Shannon
provides the following bounds on the probability 6c(9, m)
1 sinm-1 tan2o 1 sinm- 0
?/)2 oJ 1( - ta <9 6c(9, m) (3.26)
V9m-2 COS 0 Tm- COS 0
where
m r (2)
While these bounds are very tight for small 9, they diverge for larger values of 0 due
to the tan 9 term in the lower bound and the cos 9 term in the denominator of the upper
bound. Since, in our model, a large half angle 9 corresponds to low interference, we refine
Shannon's estimates of [25]. First define the function a(9; s, 3) to be
a (0; a,,3) = (1 - COS 0), (1 + COS 0),3
The following theorem provides a family of bounds on the fraction of the sphere covered
by a cap of half angle 0 by finding the region of valid pairs of a and 3 such that a(9; a, 3)
is an upper or lower bound. We will denote the region of valid pairs for the for the lower
and upper bounds L and U respectively. These can be seen in Figure 3-6 and the envelope
of the these functions can be seen in Figure 3-8. This bound can be optimized over a and
/ in order to find the best bound for a given 9. Before stating this theorem and addressing
the optimizing parameters, we state a general relationship between the bound a(9; a, /) and
the parameters a and /3.
Lemma 3.3.1. If a > /, then 0 < a(9; a,/) < 1. Otherwise, there exists a 00 such that
a(9; a,/3) is greater than one for 0 c (00,7r/2).
Proof. See Appendix B.2 L
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Figure 3-6. The regions for valid a and 3 pairs. The points corresponding to Corollary 3.3.3, Corollary
3.3.4 and Corollary 3.3.5 are labeled. The point (m21, 1) corresponds to the lower bound of Corollary 3.3.3,
the point (s*, s*) corresponds to the upper bound of Corollary 3.3.4 and the point ( ,13) corresponds
to the upper bound of Corollary 3.3.5
We have the following general theorem on the probability Jc (9, 2m).
Theorem 3.3.2. Let 6c(0, m) be the fraction of the real unit m-sphere covered by a pair of
antipodal caps of half angle 9, where 0 < 9 < .
If (a,3) c L then, Jc(0, m) (1 - cos 0)' (1+ cos 0)3
If (a,3) c U then, c(0, m) (I - cos 0)' (1+ cos )13
where
A
L = (a, /3)
U = (a,,3)
1 __-_
a > _+ and z(a,0) 0 and a >
m-2 2
a <0 +1 and z(a,,) 0 and a <
Om-2 - 2
Proof. See Appendix B.3
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Corollary 3.3.3. Let L be the set of all pairs (a, /) such that the function a(9; a,/3) is
a lower bound to the probability 6,(0, m). Then, the set L is convex and for every pair
(a,3) c L the bound a(9; a, /) is a valid probability. Furthermore, for 0 < 0 < 2, the pair
(m2 m1 _ 2 - 2 ) can not be improved for the function a(; a,/).
Proof. Now, since a > 13+ - 2 for every (a, /) E L we have by Lemma 3.3.1 that a(0; a, /)
is a valid probability. Furthermore, L is the intersection of the interior of z(a, /) and half
spaces, so L is clearly convex. Now, let 9 be fixed. Then, the best lower bound is attained
for
(a*,/3*) arg max a(9; a, ) (3.27)(a,/3)EL
= arg max log a(0; a,3) (3.28)
(a,3)E L
= arg max a log(1 - cos 0) + log(1 + cos 0) (3.29)
(aO)EL
where the second inequality follows from the fact that log is strictly increasing. Now,
consider the polyhedral set
L= (a,) a /3+ 2and > - (m - 0/3+4m) anda> -
Om-2 2 2
We have L C L since we have replaced the constraint z(a, /) < 0 with the weaker constraint
z(m 1 , ) < 0. Thus,
max a(9; a,3) < max a(9; a,3)
(a,O)EL (a,,3)EL
Now, we may upper bound (3.29) as
max a log(1 - cos 0) +/ log(1 + cos 0) < max_ (a, )cL (9)T(a,O)EL (aO)EL
where the vector cL (0) = (log(1 - cos ) , log(1 + cos 9) ). Since this is the maximization of
a bounded linear function over a polyhedral set we have by the Fundamental Theorem of
Linear Programming [6] that the solution is an extreme point of the set L. Further, cL(O)
only forms an angles between 0 and ~ with the positive /-axis. So by simple geometry
(see Figure 3-7) we have (a*,/3*) = ((m - 1)/2, (m - 1)/2 - V$_1) for any 9. Since this is
also a point in L the proof is complete by noting that every lower bound belongs to L.
n
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0 (2) M2
Figure 3-7. A geometric interpretation of the optimal solution to the bounds of Corollary 3.3.3 and
Corollary 3.3.4. The polyhedral sets L and Up are shaded. Note that the optimal pair of a,,3 from Corollary
3.3.4 are asymptotically off by a constant factor V/ 7r from the lower bound while the pair of a,O from
Corollary 3.3.5 are off by a term that is o(m) which yields the correct exponent asymptotically.
We have not found such a simple characterization for the upper bound, since in general
the region U is not convex. However, we can consider just the region of U intersected with
the half space a > 3 if we wish to find bounds on the probability that are non-trivial over
the entire region 0 < 0 < as a consequence of Lemma 3.3.1. Considering just this region
we have the following Corollary to Theorem 3.3.2.
Corollary 3.3.4. Let
Up = {(a,3)a >/} n U
be the set of all pairs (a,/3) such that the function a(9; a,,3) is an upper bound to the
probability Jc(0, m) and bounded above by 1 where U is as in Theorem 3.3.2. Then, the pair
(s*, s*) can not be improved upon for the function a(9; a,,3), where s = 1 ( 2;1 ko-1).
Proof. This proof follows exactly as the proof of Corollary 3.3.3, where we instead form a
polyhedral set Up = {(a,/3) a /3+ and a m -(;/'22 +iOb- 2) }
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Figure 3-8. Bounds on the fraction of the sphere covered by a cap of half angle 0 in 8 dimensions (top)
and 64 dimensions (middle) and 256 dimensions (bottom). The envelope of the family of bounds and a
comparison of the bounds of Corollary 3.3.4 to known bounds. The new estimates solid and the estimates
from [25] dashed and exact expression dotted
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Figure 3-9. The bounds of all corollaries to Theorem 3.3.2. The exponent of the probability 6c(0, m) (left)
and the normalized probability plotted (right). The bounds of [25] dashed, the upper bound of Corollary
3.3.4 is plotted as a solid line, Corollary 3.3.5 plotted +, the exact expression dotted and the lower bound of
Corollary 3.3.3 solid (this approx. coincides with the exponent of the exact expression in all plots). It can be
seen that in order to obtain the optimal exponent asymptotically, we suffer in our bound on the probability
for large half angles in small dimensions.
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It can be seen in Figure 3-8 that the upper bound of Corollary 3.3.4 performs well for
large half angles. However, we can improve on the bound for small angles if we remove the
constraint that the upper bound is less than one yielding the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3.5. Let 0 < 0 < I be given. Then, J,(0, m) 5 (1 + cos 0)23+4m (sin )m--1
The differing performance between Corollary 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 can be seen in Figure 3-9.
The normalized log of the probability is plotted so that the performance of the bound may
be examined for small 9, while the unnormalized probability is plotted to see the difference
in performance for large 9. We further provide the following bounds on the exponent of
this probability. That is, let
R(9,m) - log 6, (,m)
m
then we have the following bounds.
Theorem 3.3.6. Let m be specified and consider the normalized log of the probability
,(O,m), R(9,m). Then
M - 1 2 1
R(,m) ;> - -. log(sin 9) + log(1 - cos 9)
M Tm--l mV)m-1
and
rn-i1 /3±+4m
R(, m) < log(sin ) +V log(1 - cos 0)
m 2m
Additionally,
R(0, m) = log(sin 0) + (
and as m - oo, R(0, m) ~ log (sin 0)
Proof. The upper and lower bounds come through direct application of Corollary 3.3.5 and
3.3.3 respectively. Now it is easily shown that
m 1 2(m + 1) (3.30)
-< -< (.07r -OM 7r::
using the inequalities
1 F(z+1) < 1
4 F (z + 1/2) - 2
So, = o(m) which completes the proof.
OMD
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Note that we can not prove the asymptotic result of the above theorem by using the
bound of Corollary 3.3.4. This is because asymptotically, s* = 2-1 so we are off by a
constant as seen in Figure 3-9. Recall that Lemma 3.3.1 stated that if a > / there exists a
0 0 such that the bound a(0; a, /) is greater than 1 for all 0 c (0o, 7r/2). Thus, it is natural
to ask over what region the upper bound of Corollary 3.3.5 yields a valid probability. We
will denote the largest such 0 as 0*. Note that since the bound of Corollary 3.3.4 is always
a probability we can lower bound this by examining when these two bound cross. This will
additionally also provide the region over which the exponent is improved by using Corollary
3.3.4. Now consider 0 0 such that
(1 - cos 0)*- (1 + cos) = (1 - cos 0)a* (1 + cos 00)0*
where sa and a*, /3* are the optimal pairs of Corollary 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 respectively. Taking
the log of both sides and rearranging terms we get
log(1 + cos O0) s_ - a*
log(1 - cos G0) s* -/*
Now, since for x > -1,4 1+ log(1+ x) < x [1] we have
s* - a *
> 1 - cos 0
So, since arccos 0 is a strictly decreasing function
8 * -a*0* > 0o > arccos (I - - * _
Now,
8 -a S I1
s* - - - s* 11- - =1 ~ - - * 1 *O-=0
Similarly, we have that
s* -a*
* /3* 1+ cos 0o
and by reversing the role of the parameters
s* - /3* 
__
s* -a* i Q )
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Thus,
and asymptotically the upper bound yields the correct probability. This agrees with the
convergence that can be seen in Figure 3-9.
We now provide a proof of a simpler bound using the same method that will be used to
prove theorem 3.3.2 in the following section. The method was used in [4] to provide bounds
on the incomplete gamma function which we used in the proof of Theorem 3.0.4.
M 3.3.1 A simple bound and its proof with a general technique
In this section we consider the family of bounds defined by the function
bm(0; s) =
7r
We will derive bounds on the probability 6,(0, m) in terms of this function. We begin with
a general description of the method that we will use. This method was used in [4] and uses
the properties of the error term in order to characterize the best exponents that a specific
form of a bound can take.
Begin by noting that in order to derive the fraction of the sphere covered by a cap of half
angle 0 < 0 < 1 we can first project the cap on to the plane orthogonal to its center and
then integrate over this region. This can be done in a one to one manner since 0 < . Now,
with out loss of generality, suppose that the cap is centered about (0, 0, ... ,0, 1). Then,
defining R to be the image of the projection (as seen in Figure 3-10), we have that
t nc(0m) dy
It is well known that (see for example [26]) letting r = Eg- y2 and integrating over
the spherical shells of radius r yields
2 fsi"o (m - 1)Cm-irm-2
6c(0,m)= I dr
mCm 0 1-r 2
= j sin- 2 4 dq
Vm-2 J0
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Figure 3-10. Two spherical caps and their projection onto a plane
where
0Mb_ 2 = sin m 0 do
mr (M2-) o 7
and mCm is the surface area of the unit m sphere. Thus, we consider bounding the integral
1 f 6 m AA 0< <
Jsinm#0 do 0 < 0 < -
Begin by cosidering the error term
Dm(0; f (-; s)) = 1 sinm # d# - Omf (0; s) (3.31)
Note that if this function is non-negative for every 0 < 0 < 1 the function f is a lower
bound. Similarly, if Dm is always non-positive then the function f is an upper bound. More
generally if there is a 0 so that Dm(0; bm) < 0 for all Oo < 0 < z the function bm(0; s) is
an upper bound over this interval. A similar statement can be made for -Dm in order for
bm(9; s) to be a lower bound.
We will examine functions that are tight at 9 = 0 and 9 = . Thus for any function
that is a lower bound Dm must be increasing at 0. Otherwise f would fail to be a lower
bound in a neighborhood about 9 = 0. Similarly, Dm must be decreasing at 9 = M for f to
be a lower bound. Thus in order to characterize the regions where f is a lower bound we
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Dm(; f)
dm((; f) = 0
dm(7r/2; f) < 0
Figure 3-11. A graphical depiction of sufficient conditions for dm to be a lower bound
examine a scaled version of the derivative of the difference
A 1 adm(6; f (.; s)) = sin"- -8j Dm(0; f (.; s))
Note that if the function d,(0; f (.; s)) only has a single root on the interval (0,7r/2) then the
function Dm is either positive or negative since D, can never cross zero. The constraints
on dm are depicted in Figure 3-11.
For the functions bm
Note ta ts i s t2hams bm(; (s - 1)/m) "
7r sin 0
Note that this irmplies that the derivative is zero precisely when
- 1
g(o;r) 21ns M
7r
A bm(0;r)
where g(9;r) = sin9
where r = (s - 1)/m. We will show that for any r there exists a 0* such that g(9; r) is
decreasing for 9 E (0, 0*) and increasing for 0 E (*, 7r/2). That is, we will show that
(2\r Or-1 &
h(;r)= - g(;r) = r-Ocot0
7r sin 0 0
is convex. This is clear, since
h(0; r) = (2csc2 2)(1 - coto) > 0V9 E (0, 7r/2)02 (3.32)
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dm(0; f) > 0
which is independent of r. Now, if r < 1, let (r be such that r - (r cot (r = 0. Then, g(O; r)
is strictly decreasing on (0, () and strictly increasing on ((, 7r/2). Otherwise if r > 1, g(O; r)
is strictly increasing since h(9; r) is convex and
lim h(;r) =rand limh(;r) = r- 1
2
Now, we trivially have that Dm(0; s) = Dm(7r/2; s) = 0. Further,
Dm(0; s) 0 = > 0
g(ir/2; r) > ( S
1> (2Vmrs) M
5< 7r
Now, let ss(m) be the largest exponent that achieves the upper bound. That is
ss(m) 2 7r
Note, that the constraint on su(m) comes from the behavior at the endpoint !. So, in order
for s to be an upper bound over (00, 7r/2) we must have s < ' and Oo can be taken to be
zero.
We now turn to finding the smallest sequence si(m) such that the function bm(0; si) is
a lower bound. We note, that the main constraint on this is that the difference Dm(6; s)
must be increasing at 0 = 0. A second constraint comes from our derivation of the upper
bound. Indeed if s < su(m) then there would exist a 9* such that Dm(9*; s) is negative for
all 6 > 9*. Now, for r < 1 we have
lim g(0, r) = 00
0-0
which implies that Dm(0; s) is decreasing at 0 if s < m + 1. So, s1(m) = m + 1.
We now provide a useful example on a method to apply the upper bound. Note that
since bm(0; s) is strictly increasing we may take any function f(0) such that f(0) > 9 for all
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0 E (0,,7r/2). For example, it is often useful to work with cos 0 instead of 0 itself. So, since
0 = arccos cos 0 < - cos 0
2
the function
bm(0, s) 2 ( - cos 0s(m)
is also an upper bound, but is now not tight at 0 = 0. Additionally, we may arrive at better
lower bounds over a smaller interval. In fact, we have already shown that if s E (sn, m + 1)
then there is a unique 0* such that b(9; s) is a lower bound for 9 > 0*. Conversely, if we are
given a 0 we can find the best s by solving the equation Dm(0o; s) = 0.
We now present the following theorem that generalizes the result on the function bm.
First define the function c(9; s, 3) to be
c(;s,3) (2)s sino 3
Note that bm(9; s) = c(9; s, 0). We have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.7. Let 6c(0, m) be the fraction of real unit m sphere covered by antipodal caps
of half angle 9. Then, for any / m - 1 and s* = then
6,c(0, m) > c (0; s, 0)
Furthermore, for any s < s* and for all 0 < < (s-1)s
6,(0, m) c(9; s, )
Proof. See Appendix B.4. El
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U 3.4 Lower Bounds to Multiplexing Rates
The probability of existence of a near-orthogonal subset among n independently formed
m-dimensional complex circularly symmetric channel vectors have been bounded in Section
3.1 and a bound on the probability, p1, that any set is E-orthogonal was found in Section
3.3. It is evident from the bounds of Theorem 3.2.3 that for any given 0, the probability of
finding an e-orthogonal set of channels quickly jumps to 1. This phase transition behavior
has direct application to algorithm design for scheduling in the MIMO broadcast channel.
Recall that it was our ultimate goal to use the bound of Theorem 3.2.3 for user selection
and that we have shown in Theorem 3.0.4 that the lower bound on the channel norms
can grow at a rate of at most logn for Pr(SJI > 0) > 0. Let us now briefly consider the
implications of these theorems. These two theorems imply that the SNR can increases at a
rate on the order of log n, which will correspond to sum-rate increasing on the order of at
most log log n. As such, if we have that Pr(S I > 0) > 1 - 6 for some small J we will have
to examine exponentially more users to realize a relatively small gain in rate. We will let
n6 be the fewest number of users that need to be examined to have Pr(IS I > 0) > 1 - 6.
From inspecting Theorem 3.2.3, it is easy to see that n,5 is finite for pi > 0 and p, > 0
and that the threshold can be sharp. The sharpness of this threshold has two possible
explanations. First, the number of points that fall in a spherical shell follows a binomial
distribution which is known to exhibit a thresholding behavior [18]. Secondly, it is rea-
sonable to expect that there will additionally be a rapid emergence of an E-orthogonal set
since it can be roughly modeled by the existence of a clique of size m in a binomial random
graph [27,23].
The existence of such a threshold implies that the search among the set of n users
for a set to maximize the objective function can be restricted to n6 users. This is very
significant, of course, in reducing algorithm complexity. Indeed, we have shown that any
algorithm that tries to approximate the optimal set using say k users and a criterion based
inner products and norms of the channel vectors will have a small probability of success if
k < n6. However, if the same algorithm is employed in the scenario where k > n6 , then
we can expect a high probability of success. Moreover, using this search does not result in
an appreciable loss in throughput provided that p- can be increased sufficiently fast.
The threshold n6 also has a valuable application in providing lower bounds for the
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expected rate of any multiplexer in a channel with choice. If we have that n > n6, then we
can randomly choose any set of users A C S, and expect good performance. To be more
precise, let frate be the sum rate expression for a given multiplexer. Then, we can use our
SIR and SNR guarantees to provide simple bounds for frate (A), say fbnd(SNR, SIR). Then,
E max frate (A) > E max frate (A) (3.33)
A A E S
> Pr(IS.1 > O)fbnd(SNR, SIR) (3.34)
> (1 - 6(n))fbnd(SNR, SIR) (3.35)
We can further optimize the above bound over the parameters e, p- and p+. Recall from
Theorem 2.2.2, in the case of zero forcing multiplexing, with power constraint P, we have
for any set in Szf,
ff (HA, q(A)) = log ( + JAI({b(A)}) + D(q(A)|bA)
Now, since b (A) is the projection of the channel vector hi away from the space spanned by
every other user in A, bi is decreasing in the magnitude of the inner product between every
user in the set. Thus, in order to arrive at a lower bound we may assume that the inner
product between every user is e. In this direction, let W,,p be the matrix with diagonal
elements equal to p and off diagonal elements equal to e. That is, W,,, is the Wishart
matrix of the set of users with the worst possible mutual interference.
Lemma 3.4.1. Let 0 < e < p. Then,
1 m + (m 2 - 2m)'
Tr (W I) =
P 1 + (M - 1)
Proof. We will prove this fact by finding the eigenvalues of W,,p. First note that the all
one vector, j, is an eigenvector since v = j W,,p simply has the sum of each column in
each entry. That is vi = p + (m - 1)e for each i. Thus, j is an eigenvector with eigenvalue
p + (m - 1)e. We now claim that any vector that has -1 in the ith position and 1/(m - 1)
elsewhere is an eigenvector. Indeed, if vi is this vector then viW,, = (p - e)vi. Since the
set of vectors vi span a space of dimension (m - 1) (note that the sum of all vi is the zero
vector) we have an eigenvalue A = p + (m - 1)e with multiplicity 1 and an eigenvalue of
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2 = p - e with multiplicity m - 1. Thus,
-1 - 1 mp (m - 1) 2 6 _
Tr(W. )= +
SA +A 2 (p - e)(p + (m - 1)e)
Note that we may write,
P P
ff (HA, q(A)) > log + ' ({b(A)})) = log 1+ 1
since D(-1.) is always non-negative [11]. This yields the following lower bound.
Theorem 3.4.2. Let e < p- < p+ be given. Then, the SIR between any pair of users is
lower bounded by SIREp = P. and
(1( - s (i+ ( -1)7
EH Rzfm > max Pr (N(') > 0) 1 log 1 + Pp- (' 21) SIR )
o~l<m l (l 2l)SIRe,p
(3.36)
Furthermore, letting p- = log(n) and p+ = log(n) + d for d > 0 and sufficiently large n
(1 - s ( + (m - 1 _
EHRzf >m(i-0(n-m))log +Plog(n) msm+ m 2 - )
sum m + (TO - 2mn) 1Ie~
(3.37)
Proof. Note that the lower bound (3.36) follows by applying Lemma 3.4.1, (3.35), and the
discussion preceding (3.35). The bound (3.37) follows by noting that for significantly large
n and any e and p we have Pr(Nm) > 0) = 1 - 9(n-m ).
There is a tradeoff between the probability of existence and the SIR constraint in (3.36).
That is, the probability of existence is decreasing in SIR while the rate function is increasing
in SIR. An example of how one may achieve a good point on this trade-off (in the case
of zero-forcing multiplexing and four transmit antennas) can be seen in Figure 3-12. First
consider the contours of equal existence probability 0.9 as seen in Figure 3-12. The curves
show that to find an E-orthogonal set with this probability we must either select only pairs
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of users or have e/p+ > 0.8. Clearly a high rate (i.e. small e) requires taking JA| = 2 in this
example.
Now, one would like to take e at the knee of the level contour of a desired existence
probability. Such an e not only guarantees high rate at a low number of users, which
lowers complexity, but also provides robust performance when the number of users can
vary. The effect of choosing a large e is exhibited in Figure 3-12(b), where e = 0.98. Here,
the probability quickly jumps to one. However, the rate remains the small constant fbnd for
all n thereafter. Alternatively, if e is taken to be too small then the existence probability
will be too low, as seen Figure 3-12(b) in the case e = 0.2. Note that the climb in rate
indicates that the probability of existence is still increasing to 1.
In a fashion similar to that of Theorem 3.4.2 we may additionally upper and lower
bound the beamforming and dirty paper coding rates. We omit the statement of the scaling
properties of dirty paper coding since it is easily seen to have an expected rate that is
E)(log log n) since it always dominates the zero forcing rate and is dominated by the rates
of a parallel channel. However, we have the following characterization of the beamforming
rate.
Theorem 3.4.3. Let e < p- < p+ be given. Then the SIR of between ever pair of users is
lower bounded by SI R,p = 2? and
EH Rs > max Pr N O) > 0 1 log I ± P SIR,' (3.38)su - 0<l<m 1 lE- 1+1/e)
Proof. The proof of (3.38) follows directly as the proof of (3.36). This is just a simple
application of Theorem 3.2.3 and Theorem 2.2.1. n
Now, note that in the right hand side of (3.36) the SNR is multiplied by a constant
that reflects the effects of our choice of target SIR on the expected rate under zero forcing
multiplexing. We expect this term to vary depending on how we choose to multiplex our
signal. For example, in the case of supposition coding we saw that this constant is just
SIREp
S- 1 + 1/E
Thus, if we can not grow the SIR faster than log n we expect there to be an asymptotic SNR
gap in the expected rate under different multiplexers. Figure 3-13 bears on this question.
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Figure 3-12. An example of using -orthogonal selection for a 4 transmit antenna system with p- = 1
and p+ = 2 and zero forcing multiplexing. (a) The level curves for the lower bound on the probability of
existence for 6 = 0.1. (b) The lower bound on the expected throughput of selecting 2 users for various E.
The simulated throughput using optimal selection can be seen above the convex hull of these bounds
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Note by Theorem 3.4.2, we would have
EH Rsm m log I + ~ log(n)sum m
if we can take SIR = log n while still having the probability of existence going to one.
Additionally, note that we can not address the rate at which simple superposition coding
scales due to the fact that we do not know the rate at which we can scale SIRE,,. However,
by Corollary 3.2.4, if we can take E(n) o(log n) and p--(n) = log n and still have
PMlog n
m log n - log log n
as n -+ oc then SIRE,, ~ log n. Then, by Theorem 3.4.3
EH ms ;> 1 o + - log(n)su -log n m
~mlog 1+ log(n)
m(m - 1)
This naturally leds us to ask, at what rate can we scale the SIR. However, it is not clear
the fastest rate one can scale the SIR while still maintaining a non-zero probability that
there exists a set that meets this SIR constraint.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
In this thesis we have examined the problem of joint multiplexing and scheduling of inde-
pendent data streams for the MIMO broadcast channel. In order to provide a solution to the
scheduling problem that yields a low complexity selection algorithms with close to optimal
performance, we defined sets with guaranteed SIR and SNR values. These guarantees were
defined by placing restrictions on the norm of users channels and the magnitudes of the
inner products. We showed that interpreting the pairwise guarantee as a random packing
yielded a simple graph structure that enabled us to provide good bounds on the probability
of an c-orthogonal set.
In order to derive good bounds on the probability of existence we employed the theory
of random geometric graphs. In this context, we showed that the existence of a complete
subgraph in the larger random graph was equivalent to the existence of an E-orthogonal set.
After completely characterizing this existence probability as a function of the parameters
ps and p' (the probability of falling in a spherical shell and the probability that any given
set forms a packing respectively), we examined characterizing the probability pj.
In the direction of finding a good bound on p_, we refined the bounds of Shannon [25]
in Section 3.3 on the fraction of area covered by a spherical caps in arbitrary dimensions by
providing a family of bounds a(O; a, 0). We classified the optimal parameters for the lower
bound and the upper bound under the constraint that the function is bounded below by
zero and above by 1. We provided a new proof of the exponent of the probability that a
point chosen uniformly on the unit sphere falls inside a cone of half angle 0. Further, it was
shown that this exponent converges like E( A). This exponent has direct applications to
the reliability function for the scalar AWGN channel (see [251).
Using the lower bound on the probability of existence of E-orthogonal sets we provided
bounds on the expected rate in a channel with choice in Section 3.4. We used the the fact
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that there is a quick increase in the probability of existence of an E-orthogonal set to develop
a novel method to select sets of users that will obtain close to optimal performance. We
further discussed how one can use this to additionally provided close to optimal performance
with a complexity constraint.
We left as an open question the rate at which we can scale the SIR as function of the
number of users n while still maintaining a non-zero probability of existence. This is the
focus of future work. Further, we will additionally examine the question of weather there
is an asymptotic gap in SNR between different multiplexers.
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Appendix A
Proofs for Chapter 2
* A.1 Proof of Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2
We provide the proof for zero forcing multiplexing. The proofs for beamforming follow the
same derivation. Under zero-forcing our problem becomes,
f (q, A) = max q log (1 + P)
1 Pi/bKi<P
Using convexity, writing the Lagrangian and taking the derivative yields the necessary and
sufficient condition
Pi = Aqjbi - 1 I1) +where (A.1)
Now, suppose every user gets a strictly positive power. Then, noting that
P+zi I
A = bi
yields
f (q, A) = Eq log(1 + P) = ( log (A) + qj log(bi qj)
Now using the cofactor expansion for the inverse we have,
det(HAHt) _ A(A)
det(Mij(HAHt)) Mi,i(A)
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(A.2)
(qiA -
Returning to (A.2) we have
P + A Z2 Mi,i (A)log J
(z: ) (log PA(A) + M (A)S
(E qi) (log PA(A)+ 1 +
ieA Ej~ Mj (A) e
(Eq) (log
\iEA /\
Mq~A(A) i
- ilog qA(A)
-j log (E EA qi) Mi,i (A)
iEA 2A qjqi M (
j log 741))
+ D(qA||1mA))
where
_ 
M2, (A)
Z2 cA Mi,i(A)
is the distribution of the minors of HA
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f(q,A)= (Eq)
1 
p
\=1 bi
Appendix B
Proofs for Chapter 3
* B.1 Proof of Theorem 3.0.4
We now prove the rate at which one can hope to scale channel norms and asymptotically
have a non-zero probability. In this direction note that from Alzer's bound [4] we have for
m >1
(1 - e-sx) m < 's (m, x) (1- e-x) m
where sl = F(1 + m)-1/m and
ysf(m, x) = tm-le-tdt
F(1 + m) 0
So,
2m ( ~~+ 2m (i - e) 2 m
2:rE (2m ) (1)3±1 (ei -
j=0
Now, we note that in order for the bound to be non-zero we must have p < sp+ so that
the probability is non-zero. However, implicit in the proof of the bound given in [4] if we
replace the constant si in the lower bound by any number s c (sl, 1) then there exists a x*
such that
(1 - e~') m < 'f (m, X)
for all x E [x* , oo). So, asymptotically we can replace the constant sl by 1- e for any E such
that 1 > E > 0.
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Now, taking s < 1 and mp+(n) = clog n and mp (n) = log n - d yields
2m (_ i+1 e-jlogn+jd 
_ 
-jcslogn
J=o
i =0
2m
S 2m ) (_j+,-jlon (e A -j(cs1)logn (B.1)
j=02m (2) (1I)j i~ e A - ri-i(cs-1))
Thus for cs < 1 as n -+ oc then
np, -+ -00
Further, for cs > 1 as n -+ oc then
2m(ed - 1) < np8 < 2med
where the lower bound corresponds to cs = 1 and the upper bound corresponds to cs = 00.
From the above derivation (interchanging the role of s in the upper and lower bound ) it
should be clear that if log(n) = o(p-(n)), then
lim nps - 0
* B.2 Proof of Lemma 3.3.1
To see this note we can rewrite a(9; a, ) as
a(O; a, /) (1 - cos 9)I3 sin 20 6
and note that the derivative of the function at 0 = 9 is a - 3. Thus if a < / there is
some 0 such that the function is greater than 1, since a(ir/2; a,/3) = 1 and the function is
continuous. Otherwise, if a > 3, a(0; a, /) is the product of functions bound by above by 1
and below by 0 on the interval (0, r/2) and thus the function a(0; a, /) is bounded between
0 and 1.
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* B.3 Proof of Theorem 3.3.2
Again, consider the difference function
Dm(0; a(-; s,i3)) 
-
sin' 0 do - Oma(O; s, 0)
and examine a scaled version of the derivative of the difference
A i1 D ;a(-;s,3))dm(0 a.;s,0)= sin' 0a0 m (;a.;s,) (B.2)
Now, since Dm(0; a(.; s,,3)) = Dm(0; a(-; s, 0)) = 0, we must have dm(0; a(.; s, 0)) > 0 for
a(-; s, 0) to be a lower bound. Similarly, dm(7r/2; a(.; s, 0)) < 0 for a(-; s, 0) to be a lower
bound. Now, we have that
im dm(O) = 0 and dm = 1 -,0m(a - ) (B.3)
So, we must have a > 1 + /3 for a(6; a,3) to be a lower bound and a < - + for
a(O; a, 0) to be an upper bound.
We will characterize the a,,3 pairs such that the derivative of dm(0; a(-; s, 13)) only
changes sign once. Now, let
A _ S02aI CS 2-3i,2 ag(O) =2(1 0 o )-( o -)~/ din 2 Od (0; a (-; s, 13))
00
(B.4)
This is just a scaled version of the derivative of dm(9; a(-; s, 13)) and since the term 2(1 -
cos 0)2-a(1 + cos 0)2-3 sinm- 2 0 > 0 we have that
sign dm(0; a(.; s, 3)) sign (g(0))
With some arithmetic is can be shown
g(0) = 3a 2 - a(2 + 2/ + m) +13(30 - m - 2)
+ 2(a - 0)(2(a + 1) - m - 1) cos 0+ (a +,3)(a + 3 - m) cos 20
(B.5)
Note, that the function d+ e cos 0 + f cos 20 can have at most one root on the interval (0, 1)
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if d, e and f are fixed. Furthermore,
g (0) = a(2a - mn - 1) and g =2((o, - 3)2 - 0, # (B.6)
Since we must have g(O) positive at 0 = 0 for the function a(0; a,/3) to be a lower bound
we must have a > m- for a(0; s, /) to be a lower bound. Similarly, we need a < m-" for
a(0; s, 3) to be an upper bound. We make a similar argument at 6 = Let,
z(,)A 1(a -)2- a_ -
Then we need g(7r/2) < 0 for a(0; a, /) to a lower bound. Considering the curve where this
equation is zero gives
3±(a) (1 + 2a t V1 + 8a)
Note, that 0- (0) = 0 and 0+3(0) = 3. Further, z(0, 1) -4 so we must have 3_ (a) < /
/+(a) for a(0; a, /) to be a lower bound. We summarize this as follows. Let L be the set
of all a and / pairs such that a(0; a,#3) is a lower bound. Then,
L {(a, 3) a > 3+ and z(a, ) < 0 anda>rn +
OM 2
In a similar fashion we define the set U be the set of all a and / pairs such that a(9; a, /)
is an upper bound. That is,
U = (a,) a 3+ I and z(a,3) > 0 anda< m+1
These regions can be seen plotted in Figure 3-6. Now, note that the function /3+(a) is
concave in a since it is the sum of a square root and linear terms. Thus, since
/+(O)=1 and /+((m+)/2)= 1(2 + m + v5 +4m)
the function 0+(a) intersects the line 3 a - i for some ao > m+.1. A simple calculation
additionally yields the function /- (a) intersects the line 3 = a - - at a +
Taking these points of intersection yields the corollaries to Theorem 3.3.2. The regions of
valid a and / pairs can be seen in Figure 3-6 of Section 3.3.
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* B.4 Proof of Theorem 3.3.7
We consider a function that is similar in form to that of the RHS of (3.26). Note that
from the example of Section 3.3 we replaced the function 0 by a different function that
was possibly more convenient for analysis. Now, we always have the elementary inequality
cos 0 < "'0. We wish to use this in place of the cosine in (3.26). This motivates the new
estimate
c(0; s, 3) = ( 0 sino 0
(7r)
It is natural to again consider the difference Dm(0; c(-; s, 0)) and more importantly the
scaled derivative
dm(0; c(.; s,3)) = 1- ( 2i),msg(0; s,3) (B.7)
7r
where g is
g(0; s, ) = sino-m 0 13 cot 0 + 08-1 (B.8)
Now, note that for any 3 and s
lim g(0;s,/) = 00-0
Similarly, for any 3
lim g(O; s,f)=( -0-,Z 7r
So that the derivative is decreasing if s > at 0= and increasing otherwise. Note2 bm 2 icesn tews.Nt
that this is precisely the same constant that appears for the upper bound bm(0, s). That
is the maximal sequence for the upper bound bm(0; s) coincides with the minimal sequence
for the lower bound c(0; s,,3). We will hereafter denote this sequence as
s* A 7rS -
2Wm
We will now show that for m ;> +1 and s ;> s* there exists a 0* such that g(O; s,,3) is
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increasing for 0 E (0, 0*) and decreasing for 0 c (0*, 7r/2). We do this by showing that
hm(0; s,,3) = x2r (sin 0)m 3 tan 0--Q-g(O; s, 0) (B.9)
= h () (0; s, /) + h(2) (0; s, /) (B.10)
is concave. Where
h$l) (0; s,/3) = c(m, s, 0)0 + (0 - M - 1)02 cot 0 (B.11)
and c(m, s, /) is a constant depending on m, s and / and
h(2) (0; s, ) (s - 1) tan 0 - 202 csc(20) + 02 cot 0 (B.12)/3
Note that since the sum of two concave functions is again concave it is sufficient to show
that for all s > s* and / > n + 1 that h()(0;s,3) and h$()(0;s,/3) are concave. This is
proved through the following lemmas.
Lemma B.4.1. The function
h)(0; a) = a02 cot 0
is concave for a > 0 and convex for a < 0.
Lemma B.4.2. The function
h()(0; q) q tan 0 - 202csc 20 + 02 cot 0
is concave for 0 c (0, 7r/2) if and only if q < 2. Further the function h(2 ) is convex for
q > 2r
2
+ 3r+27
18
Additionally, using the requirement that the derivative dm be negative at 2 gives that
it is sufficient for s* < s < 2/m + 1 + 1 for c(0; s, 3) to be a lower bound. Now, since
s* < f2m + 1 we have that such an s exists for all m.
Now, we can arrive at an upper bound in a similar fashion. Indeed, the function
hm(O;s,/3) is convex if' we have that the functions h('2(0;s,/) are convex and s < s*.
'We upper bound the constant 2, 2 +3,+27 by 7r. One can obtain a slightly better constant by better
approximating the smallest q for which the the function 1(0; q) is positive for all 0.
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Combining these one can see that the minimal set of conditions for the upper bound is
S < 7 and # < (S 1 )s
M B.4.1 Proof of Lemma B.4.1
We have that
l(6, a) sin2 O cot 9 02
2a 00
= cos20 - 2 cot 0 + 02 cot 2 9
Using that 0 cot 0 > cos 0 yields
l(0, a) < 202 cot 2 0 - 20 cot 0
= 20cot0(cot0-1)
< 0
* B.4.2 Proof of Lemma B.4.2
Now, it is sufficient to show that
1(0; q) - cos 6 h(2 )(; q)
= 4+ tan 0 (1 - 2q + 202 + cos(20))
is greater than zero iff q < 2. First note that
4
-l(0;q) = -2tan.0 < 0
sq
so 1(0; r) is decreasing in q. It is sufficient to show that 1(0; (7r/2) 2) > 0. Now,
1 - 2q + 202 + cos(20) > -2q + 202
-2q +2 -
>0 (if q 2
(B.13)
(B.14)
(B.15)
(B.16)
(B.17)
(B.18)
(B.19)
(B.20)
(B.21)
(B.22)
(B.23)
(B.24)
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so that 1(0; q) > 0 for all q < (E)2. Conversely suppose that h(2)(0; q) was concave for some
q;> . Then,
lim l(0; q) < 0
which contradicts the concavity of h(2 ) (0; q). Now, to see that the function is convex for
q > 27r2+87r+27 note that it is sufficient for this to be true for 0 = E = arg min 40 + tan 0.
Some simple arithmetic show that this implies that 1(0; 7r/3) < 0
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